Dev Show and Tell - Aug 28, 2018 - 1500UTC - DSpace On DockerHub

Logistics

Time: Aug 28, 2018 - 15:00 - 16:30 UTC (11AM ET - 12:30PM ET)

Location: DSpace Meeting Room
  - https://duraspace.zoom.us/my/dspace

Note: this meeting will be recorded

Meeting Recording

DSpace on DockerHub

- DSpace Docker Tutorial and Resources - Terrence W Brady
  - Tutorial resources, Dockerfile source code, Docker Compose files
- DSpace and Docker - Terrence W Brady
  - Describes the next steps for implementation
- Next Steps
  - Try out the tutorial - report your results in the #dspace-docker slack channel (or to Terry)
  - Submit a pull request on the tutorial repository with your recommended changes
  - Curate collections of useful AIP files to facilitate DSpace testing

Upcoming Meetings - Future Topics

- See DSpace Developer Show and Tell Meetings